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USBRL KASHMIR RAIL LINK PROJECT
2002-2020 - The Gap in the missing Link
Katra – Banihal
SYNOPSIS
With the partition of 1947 India has lost the direct access to the Kashmir Region.
1994, the Railway Minister declared the need for a rail line to Baramulla, well beyond even
Srinagar
This Jammu–Baramulla Railway Line had been planned to connect the Kashmir Valley
in the Indian union territory of Jammu and Kashmir with Jammu railway station and hence
to the rest of India`s rail grid. The 356 km rail route, once fully completed, will start from
Jammu and will end at Baramulla in the Kashmir Valley.
The Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla Rail Link (USBRL) is the biggest project undertaken by
the Indian Railways in the Himalayan Region since Independence. In 2002 it had been
declared as a national project, funded entirely by the Central Government. The
Government also stated that an unbroken rail link is imperative.
In 2005, the 53 km long Jammu-Udhampur section finally opened, 21 years after its
beginning. The line, which cuts through the Shivalik Hills, has 20 major tunnels and 158
bridges. Its longest tunnel is 2.5 km in length and its highest bridge is 77 m (253 ft).
The isolated 119 km Kashmir Valley Railway became completely operational in October
2009. It connects Baramulla in the western part of the Valley via Srinagar to Qazigund at
the other end.
In June 2013, the rail service commenced through the longest Indian Railway Tunnel of
that time, the Pir Panjal Summit Tunnel at 1670 m above sea level between Banihal and
Quazigund. The 8.4 m wide tunnel is also of military strategic importance, since it can be
used as military road for army vehicles when needed in a military conflict.
In July 2014, Prime Minister Narendra Modi flagged off the much-awaited 25 km
Udhampur Katra train service, that will benefit millions of devotees, who visit the Vaishno
Devi Shrine every year. The devotees will directly be able to travel to Katra in 8 hours by a
luxury semi-high speed train to reach the base camp of the Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.
Katra-Banihal is the only missing link between Jammu and Baramulla, which passes
through the Reasi District, the most challenging stretch of geologically unstable and
unpredictable terrain with poor infrastructure and access besides the harshest and
steepest Himalayan faces.
On this challenging route, two deep river gorges have to be crossed in an earthquake
prone zone:
 With the Anji Khat Bridge at a height of 189 m above the river and with an arch
span of 265 m
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 and with the Chenab River Bridge at a height of 359 m above the river and with an
arch span of 467 m and with an overall length of 1.3 km.
The present alignment of the route from Udhampur via Katra to Quazigund goes back to a
survey of Mr. J.S. Mundrey and his company “Consultants Combine Private Limited” in the
years between 1994 and 1996; see J.S. Mundery (Rail Consult India) et Navin Chandra:
“A TOUGH R OUTE CHOI CE P R OVEN R I GHT”, RAIL BUSINESS Vol. 10, January 2019.
RITES had proposed a shorter direct route from Udhampur to Banihal, however with
steeper ruling gradients of 1 in 40 and tight curvatures up to 6 Degree. J.S. Mundrey, who
had personal experience in building the scenic mountainous Visakhapatnam - Koraput
Line, opted for a more easy to operate railroad via Katra with curvatures not tighter than
2.75 Degree and ruling gradients not steeper than 1 in 100.
111 km of the Katra – Banihal rail track will have to pass 27 tunnels of a summarised
length of 97 km, the longest becoming the Sumber Tunnel T-49 with 12.75 km, longer
than the 11.21 km long Pir Panjal summit tunnel between Banihal and Quazigund.
Once it had been envisaged to open the Katra- Banihal section in August 2007. The
difficulties and imponderability’s to carve a railroad through this hostile terrain
under Indian specific conditions had been underestimated and own strength
overestimated.
Between Dream and Reality there had and there is still a big gap. There is also the almost
insurmountable gap 359 m above the Chenab River between the two bridge steel arch
elements, that are since November 2017 in limbo. There had been also a hurdle about
the Anji Khat Bridge. It had been decided recently to bridge the gorge by a cable
stayed suspension bridge, the first kind of this in India.
The worksite of the Chenab River Bridge is in a remote area with only poor road access,
without infrastructure, electricity and water and in a seismological fragile zone. Since no
longer steel elements than 12 m can be transported over the poor supply roads – the rail
link to Katra is not ready since there is still no bridge over the Anji Khat gorge – , the steel
girder, box and desk bridge elements have to be engineered at site in 4 workshops.
Legal cases, strikes and financial disputes between the main contractor Konkan Railway
Corporation (KRCL) and the bridge engineering formed CBPU with AFCONS, and now the
COVID-19 crisis, have prevented, that this steel arch bridge, to be screwed together with
high tension bolts out of shorter elements free pending over the gorge, could be
assembled in a continuous and unintrterrupted workflow. The STOP-AND-GO proceedure
is deadly for such engineering.
The longer chosen alignment route for less steeper ruling gradients via Katra and through
the Reasi District has now to be threaded through this Chenab River Bridge needle eye.
The Chenab River Bridge should become a marvel and landmark in India comparable with
the Gustave Eiffel Tower in Paris, France. Not only there is a height relation, there is also
a structural steel design and engineering relation with Gustave Eiffel of the 19th century,
who engineered in 1882 – 1884 the steel arch Garabit Railway Bridge in the Massif
Central of France, an earthquake prone zone. This bridge has become the grandmother of
many steel arch deck bridges around the globe.
As Mr. J.S. Mundrey reports in his book BULLOK CART TO BULLET TRAIN , Chapter 27,
Mr. Birdsall of the well known Bridge Design Consultants "Steinman Boynton Gronquist &
Birdsall" suggested for the Chenab River gorge a fixed Steel Arch Bridge; similar to the
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1977 constructed New River Gorge Bridge, West Virginia, Appalachian Mountains, USA,
latter with a Central Arch Span of 518 m, which also goes back to the structural steel
elements of the Gustave Eiffel 1884 Garabit Railway Bridge in France. The German Bridge
Engineering Consultant LEONHARDT, ANDRÄ and PARTNER had prepared the structural
engineering design for the Chenab River Bridge.
The whole ambitious project of national importance, to link Kashmir by Rail to the Indian
continent over the longer Katra-Reasi route, will stand or fall with the successful closure of
the Chenab River Gorge Bridge Gap.

Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine

Panoramic View on Kausar Nag Mansarovar; Pict: DAILY
EXCELSIOR.COM; K.Singh
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THE MISSING LINK:
KATRA – BANIHAL RAIL TRACE
“A BLESSING AND CURSE”
OR
“A GAP BETWEEN DREAM AND
REALITY”
By F.A. Wingler, Germany, June 2020

Fig. 1: Scenic Beauty of fascinating Kashmir Valley

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:

(from the Book BUILDING THE GREATE HIM ALAYAN R AILW AY - UDHAM PUR-SRINAGARBAR AM ULLA RAIL LINK (USBRL )

The Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla Rail Link (USBRL) is the biggest project undertaken by
the Indian Railways in the mountainous terrain since Independence. Katra-Banihal is the
only missing link between Jammu and Baramulla, which passes through the most
challenging stretch of geologically unstable and unpredictable terrain with poor access
besides the harshest and steepest Himalayan faces.
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The pioneering attempts were made by the British, who wanted a link to Rawalpindi for
the sake of administrative efficacy rather than legacy. However, it was only in 1902 that
the Maharaja Sir Pratap Singh got the first survey done via three different routes —
Abbottabad to Srinagar, Jammu to Srinagar via two different routes through Banihal for a
2 ½ feet narrow gauge railway line and another survey for an electric railway from Jammu
to Srinagar via Banihal. But the construction could not be started because of financial
constraints and a lack of sanction from the then Government. The financial aspect could
have been very much met with the exploration of coal fields in Ladda area, about 30 miles
from Tikri, but logistics and feasibility issues pushed the project on the backburner. After
1947, the first step to link Jammu with the rest of the country was taken by extending the
Jalandhar-Mukerian branch line to Pathankot.
Work on the 44-km line was started in November 1949 and formally opened to traffic on
April 7., 1952. Further, the rail head was advanced from Pathankot to Madhopur and then
up to Kathua in 1966, which was just a symbolic stretch. A real and serious effort to bring
the Railway line deep into the State was made in 1969 when a new project to extend the
line beyond Kathua up to Jammu was envisaged. This was completed within a short span
of three years and the Kathua-Jammu section was opened for goods traffic on October 2.,
1972. Subsequently, on December 2. the same year, the first passenger train, Srinagar
Express (now Jhelum Express) ceremoniously chugged into Jammu. This project will be
remembered forever as it is one of the few such projects in the world when work did not
stop despite a raging war on the front. That was the Indo-Pak war of 1971.
Though the focus remained, it was not until 2002 that the 272 km line joining the Kashmir
Valley with the Indian Railway network was declared a national project, entirely funded by
the Government. The 119 km Kashmir Valley railway became completely operational in
October 2009. It connects Baramulla in the western part of the Valley to Qazigund at the
other end, via Srinagar.

Fig. 2: Kaschmir Valley Train Service in Winter
This line has been extended to Banihal through tunnel T 80, which pierces through the Pir
Panchal range, thus providing an-all weather connectivity to Kashmir Valley with the
Jammu Region.
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Fig. 3: View inside the 11.225 m long Pir Panchal Beramulla – Quazigund
Railway Tunnel, 1670 m above Sea Level
The section from Udhampur to Katra got operational on 4th July 2014.

Fig. 4: Railway`s Pride: On the Way from Udhampur to Katra over smooth
Curvatures
Once completed, the entire Indian Railway network will be connected to the Kashmir
Valley. However, even with the assured funding and access to the best international
experts and technologies, the project faced many bumps. Not for any lack of motivation or
disenchantment, but because of bridging a gap between dream and reality. Though there
are several challenges like negotiating tricky terrain, sharp inclines and dips, jumping over
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gorges, overriding landslides and earthquakes, holding the crumbly mountainside despite
incessant rain and snow, the Northern Railway and its men have worked with a beehive
mentality leaving family and a greater part of their lives behind. Then there were the
human cost of displacement and rehabilitation and a series of litigation, that needed the
human touch. When it comes to talking about India’s growth potential, there is, and
inevitably will be, comparisons to world benchmarks on hill rail projects. But the USBRL
project is no less, bracing up to a young Himalayas, where the best laid plans change by
the gradient and texture of the earth, the slightest change of windspeed and
unpredictable weather.

THE MISSING LINK:
The alignment of the route from Udhampur via Katra to Quazigund goes back to a survey
of Mr. J.S. Mundrey and his company “Consultants Combine Private Limited” in the
years between 1994 and 1996; see J.S. Mundery (Rail Consult India) et Navin Chandra: “A
TOUGH ROUTE CHOICE PROVEN RIGHT ”, RAIL BUSINESS Vol. 10, January 2019. See
Fig. 5:

Fig. 5: First Passenger Train on the Way from Udhampur to Katra over the
Jahijar Khat Steel Truss Bridge, No. 186
The BLESSINGS of this longer route with less steep ruling gradients and wider
curvatures through the Reasi Districts are the socio-economical developments of this
remote area with difficult road access and the expected smoother train operation because
of the less steeper ruling gradients and less tighter curvatures than of a shorter direct
route between Udhampur and Banihal, proposed that time by RITES.
The CURSE comes from the imponderability’s associated with topographical, earthquakes,
rock- and hill-slides and with geological challenging terrain, and the imponderability’s
associated with planning, logistics, supply, harsh weather conditions, financings, legal
actions, politics and insurgencies. The alignment goes through a young fault mountainous
region resp. thrust fault zone in a seismologic active environment.
On October 11th, 2019, Hindustan Times revealed:

The geological strata vary from loose conglomerate, clay, silt stones, crushed and
faulted sand stones and dolomites.
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“Geology changes very frequently along the alignment, and it is very difficult to
access the complete geology in advance. Hence, as the work progresses
adjustments in design have to be made. Construction of longer tunnels and
wider cross section for station yards is a difficult task. Extensive engineering
works are required to be done for tunnel portals, deep cuttings, bridges and
approach roads,” a senior official involved with the project said on condition of
anonymity.

The tunnel portals along the route fall on the steep, inaccessible and challenging
hilly terrain. “Most of the sites are inaccessible, we have constructed a 200 km
approach road. Another problem is extreme weather conditions, the area is
prone to heavy rainfall and snowfall,” the official added.
More than 200 km of approach roads have been constructed in so far, including
a tunnel, 320 bridges (25 rail bridges and one road bridge) to reach the working
sites. Construction of wide network of access roads has provided connectivity to
far flung areas, according to officials.

“The approach roads connect surrounding villages. Earlier, the access to these
villages was through footpaths or by boats. These roads are facilitating the
development works by other government departments,” the official added.

At present the whole project stands or falls with the successful closure without any major
mishap of the two overhanging centre bridge arches pending over the Chenab River Gorge.
Originally the Chenab Bridge was scheduled to be completed in December 2009. See Fig.
6:

Fig. 6: Steel Arch Assembling to bridge the Gap over the Chenab River Gorge 30
Month after launching the first Arch Element November 2017; again the Works
have come to a Halt, this time due to COVID-19 Virus
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In September 2008 it was announced that the Chenab Bridge Project was interrupted
despite the completion of substructure of the approach viaduct. In July 2008, work on part
of the Katra-Banihal section was suspended for a possible realignment. The alternative
alignment, proposed by the railway, reduced the track length from 126 km to 67 km. A
committee appointed by the Railway Board recommended abandoning 93 km of the
previously-approved alignment. On 12th November 2014, the Delhi High Court directed
the central government to appoint a committee to review the 126 km-long section.

Manoj Mitta| TNN | Updated: Jul. 13th, 2014, informs in Times Of India:

In an embarrassing admission of the need to review the approved alignment, all
work in the Katra-Banihal stretch was suspended in July 2008. A month later,
the Railway Board appointed an expert committee to evaluate the alternative
alignment. In June 2009, the panel recommended that 93 km out of the
approved alignment of 126 km between Katra and Banihal be abandoned.
It also raised questions about the safety of the Anji and Chenab bridges.
The railway board accepted the report and, by August 2012, it scrapped
the Anji bridge.
For its half-hearted attempts to take corrective action, the railway board has
been repeatedly censured by the Delhi high court, CAG and CVC. In 2010, the
high court held that the review had actually been “scuttled” by two board
members, who had been proponents of the flawed alignment. In 2011, the CVC
advised the board to fix responsibility on the officers responsible for “project
mismanagement”.

The following year, the CAG estimated that the losses incurred due to
“construction failures” in the project were to the tune of Rs 3,258 crore. Finally,
about a month ago, the high court directed the board to set up another expert
committee as the previous one had failed to consider the alternative alignment.
Despite such signals, Modi seems to have missed the point that the railways have
executed the easier parts of the Kashmir link project while the tougher stretch
has remained unresolved.

Again, the Assembly Process has come in September 2018 to a stall due to a serious
financial disagreement over the amount of steel needed and the quality of the anticorrosion paint between Konkan Railway Corporation and the prime bridge contractor
consisting of a Special Purpose Company (Central Building Plant Unit, CBPU) formed by
AFCONS, VSL India, Pvt. Ltd. (a Construction Partner and Service Provider) and ULTRA;
Fig. 7. And again in March 2020 the construction works on the Chenab Bridge had
been stopped, this time due to the Covid-19 epidemic.
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Fig. 7: Work abandoned on World’s tallest Railway Bridge in Reasi Payment Dispute between KRCL and an Central Building Plan Unit, CBPU,
formed by AFCONS created 2018 a Roadblock

BLESSINGS:
Since the opening of the Line from Udhampur to Katra (875 m above sea level) July 2014
the town has experienced a remarkable economical progress. The District town Reasi (466
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m above sea level) on the envisaged rail route to Banihal (1647 m above sea level) will be
also benefited from the rail connection (the station will be outside the town at a higher
level of 814 m above sea level; perhaps it could be connected with the town by a
ropeway). See: Ankita Kan THE ECONOM I CAL R ATI ON ALE B EHI ND THE USBR L
P R OJECT – A “NATI ONAL P R OJECT” in HIM PRABHAT, USBRL Technical Magazine,
Vol. IX, 2017.

Fig. 8: New Katra Railway Station 2014; since 2017 electrified
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Fig. 9: New Delhi - Katra Semi-High Speed Vanda Bharat Express arriving
October 2019 at Katra in 8 Hours
The chosen alignment for the rail trace between Katra and Banihal – THE M I SSI NG
LI NK - of the ambitious Udhampur - Srinagar - Baramulla, USBRL, Kashmir Rail Project
turned out as a same time curse and blessing. The work started in 2002; Fig. 10/11:

Fig. 10: Challenging Rail Route of the Katra-Banihal Trace, since 2002 under
Construction; Source: THE GR EATE I NDI AN R AI LW AY ATLAS by Samit
Roychoudhury, 215, ISBN 81-901457-3-2
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Fig. 11: New Alignment Katra – Banihal through Reasi District ; Sorce: Rail
Business Vol. 10, January 2019
Once in Operation the blessing of the longer route via Katra through the Reasi District with
less steep ruling gradients (1 in 80 to 1 in 100) and less tight curvatures (4.46 to 5 Degree)
will be a smoother an easier train operation with less rail/wheel wear than the previous by
RITES suggested shorter direct Udhampur- Banihal route, following the NH 44 highway,
with ruling gradients of 1 in 40 and curvatures with tightness of 6 Degree; see: J. S.
Mundrey, A TOUGH R OUTE CHOI CE P R OVEN R I GHT in Rail Business Vol. 10, January
2019 ; Fig. 12:

Fig. 12: Salient Features of the Udhampur-Srinagar-Beramulla (USBRL)
Kashmir Rail Project; Source: HIM PRABHAT, USBRL Technical News Magazine, Issue X,
February 2018
Out of the 111 km from Katra to Banihal 97 km of track will be laid in tunnels. To hide
tracks in a tunnel in instable mountainous environment is the more costly but also the
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safer option. The European Gotthard Railway Line from 1882 (Switzerland), Black Forest
Railway Line from 1873 (Germany) and the Wutach Valley Railway-Line from 1890 (the
socalled “Pig Tail Railway”) are shining samples for mountain railways of the 19th Century
revealing, that an elongated route with less steep ruling gradients offers a smoother and
more economical rail service than a shorter but steeper route. Tunnels are the safest way
to protect the rail trace from Land-Slides, Rock and Mud-Slides.
The question: Longer route but with less steep ruling gradients or shorter route with
steeper gradients had been recently internationally under discussion for the envisaged
new Transandine Rail Link from Argentina to Chile with a privately-funded US $ 3.5 billion
52.5km TBM-bored twin-tube rail tunnel between Argentina and Chile, across the mighty
Andes

CHENAB RIVER RAIL BRIDGE – THE NEEDLE EYE OF THE KATRA –
BANIHAL ROUTE AND THE GRANDCHILD OF GUSTAVE EIFFEL`S
1884 GARABIT RAILWAY VIADUCT:
The most challenging needle eye on the Katra –Banihal Route is the bridge crossing over
the Chenab River Gorge at a height of 359 m above the river, with a length of 1355 m and
a span of the center arch of 467 m.
Politicians praise it as a “MARVEL OF INDIA”: “THE W OR LD’S HI GHEST R AIL ARCH

BR I DGE I S W ELL ON I TS W AY TO BECOM I NG THE SHOW P I ECE OF OUR OW N
GR EAT HI M ALAYAN R AI LW AY AND AN EXAM P LE THAT W E DON’T ALW AYS
NEED TO M EASUR E OUR CAP ABI LI TI ES W I TH ANY OTHER NATI ON. THE
CHENAB BR I DGE, I N A W AY, I S A M I CR OCOSM OF THE I NDI A STOR Y, THAT W E
HAVE I T I N US TO FI ND OUR OW N SOLUTI ONS”.
In fact, the engineering structural design of this girder steel arch deck bridge with a
central arch span of 467 m goes back to the approved engineering skills of Gustave Eiffel
with the 1882-1884 build Garabit Rail Viaduct in the Massif Central, France, the forerunner
of several later build steel arch deck bridges over gorges with similar structural features;
see Prof. Michael Kloos et al.: “HEADING FOR A SERIAL UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE
Congress “Bridges in the World Heritage” PDF. The Chenab Bridge is not only
higher than the Gustave Eiffel`s Paris Tower, but also the GRANDCHILD of
Gustave Eiffel`s 1884 Garabit Railway Viaduct; Fig. 17.
The Chenab River Steel Bridge has with his configuration many structural similarities with
the 1977 build New River Gorge Bridge, West Virginia, Appalachian Mountains in USA, with
a wider central arch span of 518 m; see picture below. The US New York Consultant Mr.
Birdsall of the well known Bridge Design Consultants "Stienman Boynton Gronquest &
Birdsall" must have had the 1977 New River Gorge Bridge and the 1884 Garabit Viaduct in
mind, when he proposed a steel arch girder deck bridge to cross the Chenab River Gorge
in an earth quake prone zone; see J.S. Mundery et Navin Chandra “A TOUGH ROUTE
CHOICE P R OVEN R IGHT ”, RAIL BUSINESS Vol. 10, January 2019. The structural
engineering design of the arch span had been in the hands of WSP Finland Oy and
Leonhardt, Andrä & Partner, a German Bridge Constructor; Fig.13: The construction is in
the hand of the executive Agency and Indian Infrastructure Undertaking AFCONS from
the Shapoorji Pallonji Group. WSP Finland is the consultant for the Chenab Bridge
approach viaduct and formation. Further performing participants are:
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 Foundation Protection: Indian Institute of Science Bangalore,
 Foundation & Foundation Protection: United Registrar of Systems, URS, UK,
 Superstructure Viaduct & Arch Consultant: Flint & Neil of the Danish COWI Group,
UK,
 Slope Stability Analysis (Independent Consultant): ITASCA, USA/India*,
 Slope Stability Analysis and seismic Analysis: IIT Delhi, IIT Roorkee, IISc,
Bangalore.
*Itasca India Consulting Pvt. Ltd. provides consulting services to civil and mining
clients in the fields of applied rock mechanics, numerical modelling, and mine design.
Consulting services are undertaken in mining and hydropower sector for the modeling
of underground openings, tunnels, powerhouse, and caverns. We also take up work
related to stress and stability issues for rock slope engineering problems
See: Sh. Partyush Sinha: “CHENAB BR I DGE- I CONI C BR I DGI NG OF M I GHTY
R I VER “; HIM PRABHAT, USBRL Technical News Magazine, Vol. 11, 2018.

Fig. 13: Engineering & Design-Concept for Chenab River Bridge; right: Katra
Side; left: Banihal Side

Fig. 14: Structural TEK LA Building Information Modeling (BIM) Design for
Engineering/Construction Workflow of Chenab River Railway Bridge Elements
with a Central Arch Span of 467 m; WSP Finland Oy
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Fig. 15: General Arrangement/Mapping of the Chenab River Bridge

Fig. 16: Animation for Assembling the Arch Elements with Screw Bolts to a total
Length of approx. 700 m; WSP Finland Oy

SHINING HISTORICAL SAMPLES FOR THE CHENAB BRIDGE; Picture
Gallery:

Fig. 17: Garabit Railway Viaduct, Massif Central, France, from 1882-1884, the
Grandmother of global Steel Arch Girder Bridges
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Fig. 18: New River Gorge Bridge, West Virginia, Appalachian Mountains with a
Central Arch Span of 518 m, 1977, USA, a shining teaching Sample for the
Indian Chenab River Rail

Fig. 19: Spanning 1975 the 518 m Span Central Arch over the New River Gorge,
W. Virginia, USA
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Fig. 20: Glen Canyon Bridge, Page, Arizona, USA

Fig. 21: Spanning the Steel Deck Arch By-Pass Bridge over the Hoover Dam
Gorge near Las Vegas, USA
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Fig. 22: Baipan River Shuibai Bridge, China
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From : HEADING FOR A SERIAL UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE - Congress “Bridges in the
World Heritage”; Editors: Michael Kloos et al., planning and heritage consultancy;
info@michaelkloos.de, www.michaelkloos.de
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ENGINEERING CHALLENGES:
The chosen route passes through a difficult accessible Himalayan Region with poor
infrastructure. Over 200 km of auxiliary roads with bridges and tunnels had to be
constructed:

Fig.23: Auxiliary Road Construction
Special challenges are the slope and hill side stabilization and rock anchoring:

Fig.24: Slope Stabilisation at Portal of Tunnel T-48
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Fig.25: Rock-Stabilisation with Dywidag Steel Tension Rock Anchors (Rock
Bolts) on geolocigal instabile Katra - Banihal Section (Konkan Railway Corporation
Ltd., India, Afcons Infrastructure Ltd., India; Consultants: Scott Wilson & Co. Ltd., UK,
Scott Wilson India Pvt. Ltd, India, WSP Consulting, Finnland, Leonhardt, Andrä and
Partner, Ingenieure VBI AG, Germany)

Fig. 26: Cutting/Grading the Trace for the Katra - Banihal Leg
With a length of 12.75 km the Sumber Tunnel T-49 will become the longest tunnel, longer
than the Pir Panchal Summit Tunnel.
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Fig. 27: Portal of Sumber Tunnel T-49, with 12.7 km becoming presently the
longest Tunnel in India

Fig. 28: Katra - Banihal Railway Tunnel Work
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Fig. 29: Challenging Tunnel Work near Chenab River Bridge East Side

CHENAB BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION METHODS:

From: P. Pulkkinen, S. Hopf and A. Jutila Conceptual Design of the Chenab Bridge
in I ndia; © 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and Review under Responsibility of
University of Žilina, FCE, Slovakia

Fig. 30: Google Map View on the Worksite of Chenab River Bridge
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Fig. 31: View on Viaduct (Katra Side) and Piers of Cable Crane over the Gorge
with a Lifting Capacity of 37 t transporting Bridge Elements in right Positions
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Fig. 32: Rock Carving and Blasting for the East-Ravine Fundaments of the
Chenab River Railway Bridge; View on Transport Cable Crane Piers on West
Side

Fig. 33: Construction of the Bridge Fundaments on the East-Ravine for the
Chenab River Railway Bridge; View from the West-Rim
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Fig.34: Assembling of 133 m high Steel Pire (Katra Side) with High Strength
Friction Grip (HSFG) Bolts

Fig. 35: Details of the Screw bolted Centre Steel Truss Arch ; Model by Leonhardt,
Andrä und Partner, Germany; see P. Pulkkinen, S. Hopf and A. Jutila Conceptual
Design of the Chenab Bridge in India; © 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and
Review under Responsibility of University of Žilina, FCE, Slovakia
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Fig. 36: Welding of Arch Box Element to be enforced later with self compacting
Concrete at Bridge Worksite; the Steel-Concrete Composite Interaction is a
new Technology and should make the Bridge Arch more resistant to Wind
The chord elements will be filled with concrete in order to assist in controlling wind
induced forces on the bridge by improving the damping ratio and stiffness. The concrete
fill also enhances the overall robustness. Fig. 36 shows in the back chamber the Shear
Connectors for the Concrete Steel Interface in form of Headed Studs; see Kapil Groven:
STEEL–CONCRETE COM P OSI TE CONSTR UCTI ON – NEW TR END I N I NDIA , in HIM
PRABHAT, USBRL Technical News Magazine, Issue X, 2018.

Fig.37: Launching of the first Arch Segment on 05.11.2017
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The bridge elements will be connected together with screwed High Strength Friction Grip,
HSFG, Bolts, since welding on the constructions site will be not possible and Rivet
Connection Technology under prevailing condition will become too cumbersome and will
also need high skilled and experienced workmanship, which is not any more available in
India; see B.K. Sharma, Deputy Chief Engineer/C/Anji/USBRL-Project: TESTI NG AN D
EVALUATI ON OF SLI P FACTOR I N HSFG BOLTED JOI NTS, HIM PRABHAT, USBLR
TECHNICAL NEWS MAGAZINE, Issue XI, p. 50, 2018; see also Research Design and
Standards Organization, RDSO, Lucknow, Report No. BS-111: Guidelines for Use of
High Strength Friction Grip (HSFG) Bolts on Bridges on I ndian R ailw ays :

Fig. 38: HSFG Bolting of Bridge Deck
High state-of-the art Corrosion Protection in this harsh environment is essential. Keeping
the contact steel surfaces clean before bolting them together will become an herculean
task at the gorge site.
The chord truss arch should be assembled without interruption in a short time span in a
continuous and uninterrupted workflow..
The frequent interruptions since November 2017 until now are a great obstacle for best
practice in assembling and bring the whole project under great risk. One cannot always
send the valuable skilled and experience workmen home and call them again back. After
all the hurdles of the past, the COVID-19 virus has again brought the workflow to a halt.
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Fig. 39: View on the open Bridge Gap at Chenab River Work Site

Fig. 40: Steel Arch Assembling to bridge the Gap over the Chenab River Gorge
30 Month after launching the first Arch Element November 2017; again the
Works have come to a Halt, this time due to COVID-19 Virus. Arch Elements of
700 m total Length (approx.) have to be screwed together pending over the
Gorge
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Fig.41: Overhanging Cantilever Truss Construction of Center Arch
The steel structures of the bridge are manufactured in workshops built in the mountains.
The workshops have been moved to the building site, because there is no proper road
network in the challenging terrain. The longest building parts that can be delivered to the
site are 12 meters in length. Therefore, four workshops have been built in the mountains.
Workshops and paint shops built next to them are located on both sides of the river gorge.
Since the Anji Khat Bridge, proposed to be constructed between Tunnel T-2 (towards
Katra side) and Tunnel T-3 (towards Reasi side) across Anji Khad (tributary of River
Chenab), on the rail route from Katra to the Chenab Bridge Site is not ready due to
several hurdles, rail transport of material and workmen to the Chenab Bridge site will be
not be available for the coming years. To bridge the Anji Khat gorge in the height of 196
m above the river with a span of 290 m first a truss arch bridge similar to the Chenab
River Bridge had bees envisaged. After almost a decade of flip-flops this plan had been
given up to certain circumstances of rock instabilities, and instead an unsymmetrical cable
stayed bridge had been proposed, that is currently under construction; see SH. B.K.
SHARMA:
ANJI B R I DGE — ADOP TI ON OF CABLE STAYED BR I DGE in HI M
P R ABHAT, USBR L Technical M agazine Issue XII, 2019.

Fig. 42: Artist`s Concept for Cable Suspension Bridge at Anji Khat
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Fig. 43: Foundation Works for the Pylon of the Anji Khat Suspension
Cable stayed Bridge.
All steel materials for the Chenab Bridge, except for the smallest rolled profiles, have to be
delivered to the mountains as steel boards by road, since the railroad via the Anji Khat
Bridge is not yet ready. The longest steel-part, which can be delivered, measures only 12
m. The insufficient infrastructure of the area causes additional problems. There is no
electricity and the water of the river is not suitable for manufacturing concrete. All
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electricity must be produced at the site and the water is delivered from further away in the
mountains.
The bridge consists of about 25000 tonnes of steel structures, the main portion of which
will be used for the arch bridge section. The arch section, screwed together from short
elements pending over the gorge, will have a total length of about 700 m.
First, a cable crane had been built over the valley for transporting the steel structure
elements. The cable crane moves between pylon towers built on both sides of the valley.
The crane can deliver a maximum amount of 37 tonnes of steel parts. For example, the
over 100 meters long steel columns with bolted couplings will be constructed using this
technique.
The deck of the bridge are welded in the local workshops upside down in about 8 meters
long sections, because the welding points in the final structure are mainly located under
the bridge. When the job is completed, the sections are turned around and delivered to
the next stage of the process.
The job under the harsh environmental conditions far from home is also challenging.

OUTLOOK:

Lets hope, that the tightrope
ballancing walk with the arch
assembly over the Chenab
River Gorge will work without
any
major
mishap.
One
serious mishap can jeopardize
the whole rail-link Project.
And will there be enough money after the
Covid-19 period of time to complete the ambitious
project to link Kashmir with the rest of India by
Rail via the Reasi District?? The frequent STOP AND
GO can become deadly for such a complex project,
which turns out as a Blessing and Curse the same
time! The Chenab Bridge has become a needle eye
of the USBRL project.
Further valuable technical information the reader will find in the excellent publication
series: HIM PRABHAT, USBRL Technical News Magazine , Issues V-XII, of Northern
Railway Construction Organization, CAO-USBRL. The publications testify to the
enormous personal efforts of everyone involved.
Several images, if not other mentioned, are taken from HIM PRABHAT Issues.
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View on Chenab River Gorge Worksite with Viaduct and Cable Crane, from Katra
Side, Pict.: HIM PRABHAT 2019

